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C KAPTSR I
IUTRQD U.J TI OiJ
The classroom teacher is faced with the tasl< of developin^ complex individuals in the complex process called
education.

He must meet the responsibility of promoting

the greatest amount of learning possible in his classroom.
One difficult task is the matter of.deciding what kind of
classroom atmosphere will promote the greatest amount of
learning.
There appears to be much misunderstanding on the part
OJ.

teachers • as to v/hether or not they should assume the tra¬

ditional role of being an "author!ta,rian" in the classroom
or be more “democratic.'*

The trend has seemed to.be toward

more teaching being done in the democratic, permissive meth¬
od.

Hven so, there remain large numbers of teachers who

continue to use the authoritarian methods.
• • The writer-has held the belief that authoritarian ways
do not promote learning.

This-study has been coneerned-with

reviewing literature on authoritarian and democratic class¬
room conditions.

A second part of this study is an exoer-

iment by the writer to add to the findings of other research
on this problem.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study v/as to determine the effects
of the authoritarian teacher on the learning of the students
in the classroom*
Procedures Used
Two procedures were used in this study* The first pro¬
cedure concerned a review of literature in order to benefit
from the contributions of other scientific studies. Secondly
an experiment was conducted to determine whether there was
support for the findings of other research*
In order to conduct the second part of this study a
class of 26 seventh grade students was selected from a pri¬
vate school in a rural area in Gallatin County, Montana*
The material used in the reading and testing program v/as a
set of reading lessons supplied by Scientific Hesearch As¬
sociation- The Scientific Research Association is a company
which provides readings and reading laboratories to schools
for reading improvement*

The stories which were used had

oeen selected by the company on the basis of being interest¬
ing to a v/ide variety of individuals*

All the stories of

a particular readability level were of the same length./‘In¬
sofar as possible, the readability levels were determined
by use of the Lorge Readability Formula*
The teacher used his regular reading class to conduct

3
this experiment-

The teacher selected one story from the

large selection and distributed copies to each student to
read.

Immediately after they finished reading this story

each student made his ov/n selection of one additional story
from an identical readability level.

After reading these

two selections the students took a 20 question test provided
for each story.

These two scores were recorded each day.

This procedure was carried out' once a week over an eight
week period, thus obtaining eight sets of scores for each
student-

Eight of these scores v/ere from tests covering

selections of the student's own choice v/hereas the other
eight v/ere from tests on the selections made for him. On
four of the experimenting days the students read their own
selection prior to the teacher*s selection and on the other
four days the teacher* s selection was read first-

These tv/o

sets were compared to determine whether or not the fatigue
of having completed one short reading became a factor ef¬
fecting the reading of the second in the same day.
In order to be sure that the teacher*s selection in
each case was not a reading that was either of very high or
very low interest to the majority of readers, and thus af¬
fect the outcome, the teacher selected only those stories
v;hich received average ratings by a previous class- These
ratings were obtained by having a seventh grade reading

4
class read these stories four years earlier and rate each
story from one to five depending upon their interest*

A story

was given a number one rating if the student indicated that
it was very interesting,number two to indicate interesting,
number three to indicate average of those read, number four
indicating not very interesting and number five if it appearrather dull.

Since the stories varied from one to five for

this.cultural group, the teacher selected only those that
v/ere given number three ratings by the majority of the rating
group.

The group that rated these stories four years earlier

come from the same family background, many from the same fam¬
ilies, as those of the experimental group.

Thus it was assum¬

ed that the interest differences of these two groups was not
a major factor in the outcome.
The reading experiments conducted on eight different •
days, each one week apart, helped to offset conditions which
might be determining factors on a specific day*

The students

were not informed in any way that an experiment was being
c onducted•

The use of the regular reading class time and

the regular reading classroom helped to remove the novelty
of the situation.

None of the students had been exposed to

these or any other Scientific Research Association readings
previously.

Limitations of the Study
There were two limitations in this study*

One limi¬

tation of the study was that interest in a story may have
led to greater cornprehension of that story-

Bernstien-

reports that higher cornprehension is associated with great¬
er interest in the reading material-

The interest factor

was not able to be completely isolated in the present study*
-Another limitation was that the study of one factor in
reading generally involves many other factors which are dif¬
ficult to isolate for studying purposes.

Thus it would be

necessary for the experimenter to understand the total com¬
plexity-

In obtaining this understanding the teacher is

limited because as Taba reports:
The more '‘scientific" behavioristic observa¬
tions in experimentally confined situations cannot
always be used to understand or guide learning of
a more complex nature*^

^Bernstien,Margery H. "Relationship Between Interest
and Reading Comprehension," Journal of Educatione1 Research
49:283-286, December, 1955^Taba,Hilda, Curriculurn Development:Thcory and Practic;
Dew York: Harc.ourt, Brace cl World Inc-, 19 62, p-85 -

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP RELATED RESEARCH

I
The idea of v/hat a democratic cl«assroom is does not
appear to be the same for all educators.

Enlash defines

democratic teaching in terms of "the teacher offering the
group problems rather than solutions. Y/ithin the limits of
his area of freedom, the democratic teacher allows the group
to make its own decisions."^
Brookover feels that to say that' a style of leadership
is either authoritarian or democratic does not adequately de¬
scribe the behavior which the leader actually exhibits.

He

states that:
The authoritarian may have many dimensions. These
dimensions may include a degree of warmth or coolness,
tensions or relaxations, control of agenda or division
of labor. The authoritarian-democratic construct appears
to be an ill-defined and over-simplified conception of
leadersnip variables.K

Christiansen,

f

in a study of teacher permissiveness and

warmth as separate dimensions, reports that it is possible for
a warm teacher to be either permissive or directive-

Bimil-

larly, a harsh teacher might be either permissive or direc¬
tive in his teaching of subject matter-

Christiansen found

Eglash,Albert, “A Group-Discussion Method of Teaching
Psychology," Journal of Educational Psycholo.^v 45:257-0^
1954.
~
4
Brookover,\7-B-, "The Social Role of Teacher and Pupil
Acnievement,American bpc i ological Review S :589-393,1943,
^s'ki.U'ftsen,C-lx., "Relationships Between Puoil Acnieve—
ment,Pupi! Affect-Heed,Teacher Warmth, and Teacher'Perrnlssiven 00
" > Jon.rnal of Educational Psychology 51:169-173, I960.

7
the correlation lov/ between effective response of the tea¬
cher to the students and permissive behavior of the teacher
in his teaching of subject matter in the ITew York schools*
The findings of this study also support the contention that
effective response of the teacher is more important for
growth in achievement than is permissiveness *
The identification of a teacher as being either author¬
itarian or democratic may depend to a degree upon v/ho the
fi

student is.

Chansky

'

'

indicates that certain attitudes v/hich

students assign to their instructors differentiate betv/een
democratic and authoritarian students.

He reports evidence

that rating of attitudes in another person will be influenced
to a great degree by the attitude the rater himself holds.
Hence there is a constant error in judgement of democratic'
attitudes in others.

Democratic raters are apt to give more

democratic ratings; authoritarian raters are apt to give more
authoritarian ratings.
Thymier7 reports tnat students tend to reject wnat they
identify as the authoritarian figure.

In trying to determine

whether or not authoritarians were rejected by their peers,
Drymier studied a group of high school students in a labora¬
tory school-

His results seem to indicate that authoritar-

6

Chansky,Norman M-, "The Attitudes Students Assign to
Their Teachers," Journal of Educational Psychoiogy 49:13-16,
January, 1958.Erymier, Jack H., "The Relationship of Authoritarianism
to Rejection,u Journal of Educational Research 53:33-34, '
September, 1959.

ians tend to be rejected by their peers to fill leadership
roles.

In similar studies thesame findings are reported

by Hollander8.
In a study on pupil-teacher relationships Tiedeman9
reports that the autocratic,domineering teacher who talked
so much that the students couldn*t say anything is the most
disliked by junior nigh students,

lie found that the best

liked teacher in the junior high v;as not domineering,aliov;ed
sufficient freedom in the classroom, and gave the students
opportunities to help him with various tasks.
V/ittylO analysed 12,000 letters from 9-12 year old boys
and girls who wrote letters'in response to a popularrradlo
program on the following topic: “ihe teacher who nas helped
me most.1*

Among the recurring, desirable traits of teachers

found in the letters, the one appearing most frequently was
a cooperative, democratic attitude.
The writer assumes that if pupils and teachers work in
harmony, with a mutual feeling of understanding and coopera¬
tion, a .friendly atmosphere will result which is c onducive

q

"'Hollander,H.P., "Authoritarianism and Leadership Choice
in a Military Setting," Journal of Abnormal and Hocia! Psvc holoav 365-370, July, 1954. ;
^Tiedeman,Stuart C., “A.Study of Pupil-Teacher Relation¬
ships," Joumal of Educational Research 35:65 7-664, Lay, 1942.
^Jitty,Baul, »'^n .Analysis of the Personality Traits of
tne effective -leac/ier," J oumal of Educational Research 40:
662-671, May, 1947. ~

9

zo effective learning-

Teachers who are aloof,

unfriendly,

and otherwise irritate and antagonise .their pupils, destroy
interests and incentives for learning and promote,
resentment,

instead,

unwholesome attitudes and personality disorders*

Burton summarized his studies on authoritarian teach¬
ing hy the following statement:
Learners accomplished more with the help of
-cooperative, democratic teachers, both in subject
matter learning and in the development of personal?social-moral traits* The superiority of settings
for learning under the guidance of democratic ijersonalities was overwhelming!1*
■

Zeleny conducted a- series of five experiments v/ith col¬

lege classes in sociology and found a. slight advantage for
learner-centered groups in each case.

He makes the follow¬

ing statement:
lb re sociological facts were learned, more
attitudes changed, personality became, in general,
more socially adjusted and moved more in the direc¬
tion of leadership, cooperation, sociability, and
social responsibility when the group discussion
method was used rather than the traditional recitation-discussion method in the development of
personality!2,

!!3urton,V/.H*, The Ggudance of Learning Ac tivities . Hew
York: Appleton-Century-Croft,Inc., 1962, p*257*
"'Zeleny, L*D*, "Experimental Appraisal of a Group Learn
ing Plan," Journal of Educational Research 34:37-42, 1940*

10
iJav/-1*0 showed that college students in non-directive
groups learned more about psychology than did students in
directive groups*
The writer has held the belie! tnat some learning might
be promoted to a greater degree under authoritarian conditions than within democratic conditions.

Broolcover-^ re¬

ports that he found a significant negative relationship
between student ratings of teacher* s permissiveness and.
mean gains in information on a nistory 'test.

he states tnat

"apparently the students like, the friendly teacher bettor,
out they learn more when taught by the more authoritarian
ones."
The nature of the learnings and their effect on the in¬
dividual under authoritarian teaching must be considered
v/nen evaluating learnings.

Lewin^ studied the effects of

authoritarian and democratic leadersnip on groups of boys
wnose task was making paper mache masks.

He reported that

tnere was least interpersonal conflict, least aggressiveness,
least scapegoating, and highest morale in groups with demo¬
cratic leaders.

The largest amount of masks was produced

i

f^H'aWjY-A., "A Psychotherapeutic Hehtoo. of Teaching
:
sychoiogy,11 American Psychologist 4 J 1949, p. 104 *
14:Brookover,Y/.3., "The Social Hole of Teacher and Pupil
-

Achievement, " American 3oc i ol ogical Review 8:389-393, 1943.
^Lewin,Kurt, Group Bynrmic s : Research, and The or/ .2 van a t on
Illinois: How,Peterson dc Co*, 1953, 346 po.
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by groups v/ith authoritarian leaders, though democratic
groups were capable of more sustained work v/hen the leader
was not present than were the authoritarian groups.
Bush

approached the problem of teaching effectiveness

by focusing upon the student-teacher relationship rather than
upon only the teacher,

or the student,

or the teaching method

Kis study underlines the fact that education, and particular¬
ly teaching,

is a complex process and that probably no one

factor or element is crucial in all cases, but rather it is
the pattern of. the student-teacher relationship that is im¬
portant and which must be discerned if an adequate diagnosis
!

is to be accomplished.

’

Haigh16 reports that the student who seeks the def¬
inite, the concrete, and the.ordered, and avoids inconsis¬
tency,

seeing himself in stereotyped ways is able to gain

most in satisfaction and knowledge from a teacher-centered
class.

He found that wnen the students are permitted to

choose between a teacher-centered Llass and a group-centered
class,

there is no significant difference between these two

types of classes in knowledge of subject matter at the end
of the term.

'

:

•^Bush,-Robert H., "A Study of Student-Teacher Relation¬
ships," Journal of Educational Ikjs^afch 35 :645-656,Ivlay, 1942.
17

Haigh,Gerard, The Learning of •Subject Hatter in Teach¬
er-Centered and Group-Centered Classes," Journal of Rducational Psychology 47:295-301, 1956.

12
js'urtiier study on student-teacher relationship was.con¬
ducted by Plunders-^. He studied 140 eighth grade students
selected on the basis of high scores on a test of depend¬
ency proneness. He reports that dependent-prone students
are more sensitive to types of teacher influence tnan are
independent prone students. He found that the children
taught by the indirect teacher learned more geometry than
did the children taught by the direct teacher.

,. '

„

•

An im-

I

plication of ms study is that the closer supervision
through the use of direct influence, an all too common 1
antidote to lower achievement, may be more harmful than
helpful for dependent prone students*
Smith19 made a study on reading improvement as a
function of student personality and teaching method. He ;reports that students characterized as permeable and anx¬
ious made optimum progress with directive methods. Those
described as impermeable and anxious were, apparently not
influenced by teaching method as inferred from gain in ef¬
ficiency. He thus assumes that some individuals gain secur¬
ity from dependence upon structure provided by an authority
figure.

18

Tlanders, Hed:A., “The Effects of Direct and Indirect
Teacher Influence on Dependent-Prone Students learning
GeometryJournal of Educational Psychology 52:286-291.June.
19 61.
19^

Smith,Donald S., “Reading Improvement as a Punetion
of Student Personality and Teaching Method," Journal of ■
Educational Psychology 47:47-59, 1956.
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The authoritarian personality of tne student mi^ht be
a factor in learning as v/ell as the1 personality of . the teacner. neel

made a study, of the relationship of authori¬

tarian personality to learning*

As subjects she .used senior

medical students taking a college course in psychiatry* She
reports that the more authoritarian1 a person is, the more
likely he would be to have diffic ulty(l} in learning mater¬
ial which involved humanitarian philosophy and the need for
understanding peox^le, (2) in mastering ambiguous material
which required him to think on his own; but(o) not in learn¬
ing factual subject matter.

She concludes that tne authori¬

tarian person would be more uncomfortable in a democratic
teaching atmosphere.
Y/ispe ■*- believes that personality variables are asso¬
ciated with differences in attitude tov/ard directive and
permissive teaching.

In a study on the evaluation of tea¬

ching methods he reports that the student who seemed to be
personally insecure and dependent manifested a constant
desire to obtain more direction from tne teacher whereas
tne student who seemed to be more independent and less
tense indicated a desire for more permissiveness* He noted

20

Heel,Ann iiligen, "The Relationship of Authoritarian
Personality to Learning," Journal of Educational Psychology
50:195-3.99, April, 1959 .
"
^
p
^
■ ■
Yfispe,Lauren 9., '‘Evaluating Section Teaching Mehtods
in the Introductory. Course," Journal of Educational Research
45:161-136, November, 1951.
“
~—^
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that students whom he described via projective tests as
“personally insecure'

1

had particularly unfavorable attitudes

toward permissive teaching- Y/ispe also reported that direc¬
tive sections of teaching were more beneficial to the poorer
st udents.
rglash*^ conducted a study, in watch while keeping tne
emotional climate similar in two classes,

an instructor

taught one elementary psychology class by group discussion
and tne other by lecture. The group discussions were used in
order to determine the conduct of the course in such matters
as examinations and grades, and also to cover the course con¬
tent. The instructor imposed the same decisions on the con¬
trol class, and covered the same material by means of lectures
and demonstrations.
Achievement on the course content v/as not significantly
different. The morale, of .the-'.lecture class, however*, was
significantly'higher than that of the "democratic" class.
-> <5 3
•
|
Anderson , in a resume of authoritarian-democratic
studies challenges the hypothesis that a clear .distinction
can.be made between “authoritarian" and "democratic" teach¬
ing. He indicates the difficulty of making distinctions by
the following statement:

~^.Eglash, Albert,m" A Group-Discussion Method of Teaching
Psychology, “ Journal of Educational-Psychology 45 :257-267.Mav.
1954.
23

Anderson, Hie hard C., "Learning in Discussion:A Resume
of the Authoritarian-Democratic Studies," Harvard Educational
Review 29:2-01-212, Summer, 1959*

15

The evil dene e available fails to demonstrate
that either authoritarian or democratic leadersnip
is consistently associated.With ni^her productivity•
In most situations, however, democratic leadersnip
is associated v/ith nigher morale, hut even onis con¬
clusion must be regarded cautiously, because tae au¬
thoritarian leader has been unreasonably harsh and
austere in,a number of investigations reporting sup¬
erior morale in democratic ■ groups - In tnc educational
setting, morale appears to be higher under learnercentered conditions, at least when anxiety over grade
is reduced^ .
In the conclusion of his study .Anderson seems to be less
optimistic than most of us in; accepting.the findings of many
experiments. He indicates this feeling in his statement.:
The authoritarian-democratio construct provides
an inadequate conceptualisation of leadership be¬
havior- V/hen a satisfactory body of knowledge about
learning in social;situations Is available it will
then be possible to decide the'behavior which a tea¬
cher can exhibit to achieve a given learning outcomeIt seems reasonable to suppose that leade-rship styles
or teaching methods emanating from knowledge about
learning will have a higher probability of meeting
criteria for effectiveness than do a priori styles
or methods. At least, studies based on two a priori
styles have not led to consistant or easily interpret¬
able results^0.
The follov/ing quotation from Mursell26 indicates the con
elusion of many educators today who are influenced by experi¬
ments in education. "The importance of a * demccratioT class-

04

^ ^Ibid -,pp . 201-212.
25
Ibid-,pp. 201-212.
26
,
Mursell, J-, 5uccessful Teaching:Its ?sychological
Principles (2nd Ed.) Hew York: HeOraw-Kill, 1954, 521 pp-

1G
room situation is no mere fancy, nor is

t based on senti-

mentalism,

t is a highl5r sig-

or a far-fetched philosophy,

nifleant factor in the realistic organiz .tion of learning
for the sake of authentic results."

:

:

CiiAFi'ER III
■

BSSULTS OP 2rS STUDY

1

.

'

'

The second procedure, in this study v/as tne experiment
to deteiTnine whether or not there was a-difference between
tiie comprehension with which a pupil could read a selection
which he had chosen for himself and the comprehension with
•

j i

;

which he could read a selection which had been selected by
the teacher. The results of this experiment are shown in
Tables 1-4.
Discussion and Tables .
l

A3L2 1. SCORES OBTAINED Oh 203 TEA:HER SELECTED
RE AD IICG-3 ;

3eores

Prequency
of Sc ore

frequency
Times Score

100/a

•5

500

95/o

20

19 00

9 0/1

43

33 70

S5/a

52

4420

S 0/3

41

3230

75/a

29

2175

70/a

12

: 840

05/3

3

195

' 60/3

3

180

Total

203

;

17360 JiSM’

16
In Tables 1 and 2 the Mean Score v/as obtained by di¬
viding the total of the frequency Times Score by the Total
Number of scores;
frequency Times Score
Mean Score

Humber of Scores

A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that there
was a ve ry small difference between the scores obtained
on teacher selected material and student selected material.
However, the difference does fa.vor the student selected
readings - The students averaged 84*23/* when they selected
TABL2 2. SCORES OBTAINED OH 208 STUDENT SELECTED
AS ADI HCrS

o

H
O

Sc ores

frequency
of Score

frequency
Times Score

7

700

9 5/$

23

2185

90/3

51

4590

35/5

54

459 0

41

3280

75/*

19

1425

70/J

■; 9

630

65/*

; 2

130

Total

208

B0/o

:
.

;

17530 MEAN
SCORE - 84,23/*

.

-
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their own reading materials whereas they obtained an averC-^Q

score ol 8o.46/j v/hen the selections were made lor them*
Table 3 indicates that; the method oi selection seemed

to afiect individuals in different v/ays. Some individuals
v/ere affected to a greater degree than were others*
Sixteen students,

or 61.5/a of the group, performed bet¬

ter on their own selected readings than they did on those
readings selected for them by the teacher(see Table 3).

TABLE

AV3RAG3 SCORES OBTAINED ON TESTS

j. i id r —J

BY 26 STUDENTS*

Oi

B»BOBaOB»gqq riri. .i

^

Student
Number

Average Score on
Student Selected
Readings •

Average Score on
Teacher Selected
Readings

Diff erenc e

1

83*75

74 .40

9 .35

2

92.80

83 * 75

9 .05

82.50

75

7.50

80*90

75

* 5.90

5

90

84.40

5.60

6

85

80

5.00

7

81-50

76.9 0

4.35

8

94*40

90.65

3.75

9

85

81 .25

3.75

10 '

90

86.25

3.75

11

87*50

85

2.50

12 •

87*50

85.65

1.85

/*,
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TA3L3 3. (Continued)
r.’tMTv

Student
dumber

Average Score bn
Student Selected
Headings

Average Score on
Tear her Selected
: Headings

Difference

13

90

88.75

1.25

14

83.75

87.50

1.25 ,

15

85

83.75

1.25

16

83.74

83.15

.60

17

78.75 .

78.75

0

18

89.40

80 .40

0

19

74.40

75

- .60

20

86.85

87.50

- .65

21

83.75

85

-1.25

22

87.50

89.40

-1.90

23

85.65

83.75

-3.10

24

76.90

81.25

-4.35

25

82.50

88.15

-5.65

88.75

-8.75

26

80

11

Some of the students were able to perform better on
teacher selected, materials.

There were eight students, or

SO.?/* of the group, who performed better when the teacher
selected the reading material than if they selected their

21

own material (see Table 3)*
T A3 H-J 4

vrwc—r’
Boys

AUGaiDIPG riQ

Pi] Hit? OHLIANCii P Xi'P’.o irlSilv

•O

„ .
. Girl s Difference
Between Selections

Pii'x’erenc e
Between Selections

1

i 9.35

3

2

9.05

7.50

4

5.90

5

5.60

6

5.00

8

3.75

7

4.35

9

3.75

11

2.50

10

3.75

;

14

1.25

12

1.85

■ 16'

13

1.25

: 17

15

1.25

: . so ■

18

.00

19

- .60

21

-1.25

22

-1.90

23

-3.10

24

-4.35

25

-5.65

26

-8.75

i

—•

■

.i

.60
.00
— . 65

.■ ;

;
;

! he factors which led t o a hi gher achievement on self-

selected reading materials appear to have affected girls to
a grca.ter degree than boys .

There were seven girls, or 77.'

22
of the girls, who performed better on the reading materials
which they selected for themselves(see Table 4).

There were

nine boys, or 52*9/o of the boys, who performed better on the
reading materials which they selected themselves.
Teacher-selection of reading materials appeared to aid
a greater number of boys than girls.

Table 4-indicates that

seven boys, or 41.1/2 of the boys performed better if the tec
cner selected the material.

Only one girl, or 11,2 of the

girls, performed better when the teacher selected the mater¬
ial .

23
CHAPTER iv
SUMMARY, CvKCLDSIOITS, A1CD RE j OLiLIRH DAT I OHS •
It had been believed that authoritarian v/o.ys do not
promote learning. Reports ceemcd to indicate that the author¬
itarian-democratic construct appears to be an ill-defined and
over-simplified conception of leadership variables.

There do

appear to be dimensions of the authoritarian individual which
affect learning outcomes.

The morale and happiness of stud¬

ents appear to be affected when we use teacher-centered in¬
stead of student-centered classes, directive teaching rather
than indirect teaching, and the lecture system rather than
student participation.
Conclusions
It would appear that personal selection of a child's
reading material does have an'effect on a child^ comprehen¬
sion of the material read.

The results of the testing also

indicate that some students are affected to a greater degree
by this than are others.

Since the reaction of each child is

cifierent it might lead the teacher to conclude that there
might be some personality factor of the teacher that might
aiiect the children in different ways.

Possibly authoritar¬

ian methods might be interfering with the learning- of some
individuals

Table 3 indicates that 61.5/a of the students eonpreaenacd more as a result of self-selerjtion of reading materials*
This finding mi{5ht suggest to the teacher that these specific
students might progress more rapidly with less interference
of the'teacher*
The findings suggest that possibly some of the teacher's
methods, mannerisms

or personality traits might be condu¬

cive to better comprehension for some students. Students num¬
bered 23, 24, 25 and 26 might possibly benefit in comprehen¬
sion if the teacher gave greater guidance in reading selec¬
tions.
The evidence would indicate that the girls in this par¬
ticular class tend to be more negatively affected by the tea‘

V-

«

cher's personality or authoritarian manner than are the boys
of this particular group.

Since this study was limited to

one small group we could'nt conclude that the results would
be similar in a different class.
Since 42.3/3 of the students (see Table 3j showed rela¬
tively insignifleant differences of less than 2/? it would
indicate to the teacher that there are possibly many in this
class that are not greatly affected by the matter of who
choses the reading material. :
Recommendations
Since many children appear to learn lesswith increas¬
ed directive teaching and teaching interference the teacher
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should become aware of all authoritarian dimensions which
should be avoided-

:

Since each child is affected in a.different way in his
relations with the teacher it appears to be necessaiy for
each teacher to determine which children £ain and which suf¬
fer from increased teacher interference*
It would be of interest to carry out further research
to try to determine what the personality factors, mannerisms
or character dimensions are which affect the performance of
the child*
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